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I received the following question some time ago, and due to the fact that I had to do some 

research before I would be able to answer same, and also due to the press of other labors, I was 

not able to answer until now. Here is the question: 

“Is the Christian Labor Association really Christian, and is it all right for a 

Protestant Reformed person to join it?” 

I am very loath to answer this question; in fact, I do not like it at all. And the reason is 

evident and obvious: the men that make up the C.L.A. are my brethren in the Lord whom I must 

criticize. That is always a distasteful labor to me. I rather fight with the world. I rather oppose 

those of whom I know that they are on the side of the lie and of the devil. 

But the burden is upon me and I will not shirk my responsibility. 

First, I dare not say that the C.L.A. is “not really Christian”. I have studied their 

constitution, and I find very many Christian principles in it. Also, as I said above, I have no 

doubt but that by far most of its members belong to the Lord Jesus Christ. And so I would not 

dare say that this organization is not really Christian. 

Allow me to illustrate. Take any Christian, living with us in this vale of tears. He is really 

a Christian, although much of what he thinks, speaks and does is not Christian. 

And so it is with this organization. After studying their constitution I find much that is 

good in it. But I also found something in it that amazes me. I quote: “No strike shall be called 

unless authorized by the National Executive Committee, or by a State Board in consultation with 

the National Executive Committee.” Constitution of the C.L.A., page 7. I read this with 

amazement. For it is definitely not Christian to strike in a labor dispute. And I am very sure that 

the Heavenly Executive Committee would never call a strike for the Christian laborers on the 

earth, even though the National Committee and the State Board would. Striking is so blatantly 

against God’s revealed will, that I marvel how it ever was sanctioned by any organization which 

calls itself Christian. 

What is a strike? 

It is the concerted laying down of our tools and the quitting of our jobs, without, 

however, relinquishing our right to the jobs. 

And the purpose? When all other means of arbitration fail, the strike is reverted to in 

order to force the employer to come across. 

And I ask you, by what stretch of the imagination could that be called Christian? Christ 

says, speaking to the rich man: “Ye have condemned and killed the just; and he doth not resist 

you.” James 5:6. And remember that this chapter does indeed treat the relationship between the 

employer and the employee. 

Moreover, this strike clause does also militate against their own constitution. I quote: 

“Social-economic problems cannot be solved through class-conflict or revolution, but by the 

elimination of existing evils through reformative measures.” page 1; and also: “When labor dis-

putes arise both employers and employees must use every available means to settle their 

differences by the peaceful methods of conferences, mediation or arbitration.” p. 2. Note 

especially these two words: “peaceful” and “reformative”. They have a very beautiful meaning. 

But they definitely are not in the same category with the strike clause. 

There is room for an organization such as the C.L.A., but only if they in theory and 



practice use and hold forth the Cross of Jesus Christ for the removal of all the evils in the world. 

Any means short of that Cross or opposed to that Cross is doomed to failure. 

So I would conclude that the Christian Labor Association is Christian all right, but it is 

glaringly at fault in its theory and practice, so much so that I would say that a Protestant 

Reformed man should not be a member of it. 
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